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Why You Need a Palm Router
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For some routing tasks, smaller is better. An easy-to-control palm router can be the answer.
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Here's an up-close look at some of the special-purpose hinges we use in our shop.
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Using Water-Based Finishes
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This new class of finishes offers some great benefits. We'll tell you how to put them to work.
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Options for Hearing Protection .. .12 There are lots of great ways to shield your ears from noise. Take a look at some of the choices.
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Drawer Slide Jigs
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These inexpensive and easy-to-use jigs can take the hassle out of installing metal drawer slides.
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Learn how to use this simple profile to add a classic look to your projects.
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When you understand all the basics, you'll make better use of this essential fastener.
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Mitering Small Moldings
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These table saw techniques will guarantee perfect-fitting moldings on your projects.
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NOTE: Drawers are assembled with locking rabbet joints



FRONT SECTION



VIEW



DRAWER BACK



cc



NOTE: Fronts are 314 " -thick cherry



~



16"~



c. BB DRAWER FRONT



adding the DRAWERS



b.



Center



Building and fitting the three drawers is the last chore. And as you'll see, this is a pretty uncomplicated way to finish the project. THE TASK. Let me start with a quick tour of the basic job. The three, identical drawers are constructed using locking rabbet joinery at the front and back. The fronts and backs are %" thick, the sides are 1,2" thick. The drawer fronts are sized to leave a %2" gap on all sides. This creates a strong shadow line



j, Although handy, you don't have to limit the long,



narrow drawers to map storage. Games, puzzles, or photographs will find a welcome home. 38



TOP



SECTION VIEW



that emphasizes the bead molding framing the openings. I should add one more important point. I built the drawers with no side-to-side clearance between the runners in the case and the grooves in the drawer sides. This zero-clearance fit allows you to create an effortless slide, free from binding, after the drawers are assembled. The final fitting was easy to do and the results well worth the effort. THE ORDER. To get started, you'll need to cut the cherry fronts and the poplar backs and sides to size. Next, I cut the centered grooves in the sides with a dado blade (detail 'a'). The width of the grooves should match the width of the drawer runners, plus a bit extra (1,-32") for top-to-bottom clearance. To be sure of a smooth slide, test the fit directly to the runners. Now you can cut the locking rabbet joinery, as shown in detail b.' Woodsmith



cup



pull



And finally, after cutting grooves to fit the lf4" plywood bottoms and cutting the bottoms to size, you can assemble the drawers. The key here is to make sure the large drawers end up square and flat. This will make the fitting go easier. FINAL DETAILS. The How-To box on the following page shows the last few steps. Completing the grooves through the drawer backs is a quick job, but fitting the drawers for a perfect slide requires patience. Sand both grooves evenly, test the fit, and then sand more if necessary. You're shooting for a snug fit with little side-to-side slop. Paste wax in the grooves and on the runners will seal the deal. FINISH AND COFFEE. Finally, I installed the pulls and stops and started getting ready for a finish. A warm, cherry stain, followed by a durable varnish was my choice. And later, how about a cup of coffee? lD No. 177



How-To: The Final Fit



Complete the Groove. After assembly, use a back saw and chisel to cut the grooves through the drawer back.



Perfect Fit. Deepen the groove with easily into the case.



Materials, Supplies & Cutting Diagram A B C
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% ply.- 17% x 15 Case Sides (2) 34 x 2 - 44 Web Frame Front/Back Rails (8) Web Frame Side Rails (8) %x 2 -14 712 14 ply. - 14 112 - 40% Web Frame Panels (4) %x 34 - 22 lin. ft. Case Edging (1) 7/4 X 7/8 - 26 lin. ft. Bead Molding (1) Drawer Runners (6) %x 2%2 - 1714 End Frame Side Stiles (4) 1712 x 3 - 18% End Frame Middle Stiles (2) l 1bx3-11 End Frame Top Rails (2) l 1bx3-15 1112 x 4 - 15 End Frame Bottom Rails (2) 112 ply. - 6 112 x 11 End Frame Panels (4) Back Frame Side Stiles (2) %x2 1b-18% Back Frame Middle Stiles (2) % x 2112-10% Back Frame Top Rail (1) % x 3 - 40% Back Frame Bottom Rail (1) %x4 - 40% 1/4 ply. - 6% x 10% Back Frame Side Panels (2) Back Frame Middle Panel (1) 7/4 ply. - 24% x 10% Quarter-Round Molding (1) %x %- 24 lin. ft. 112 x 2% - 45 Wide Cove Molding (2) Baseboard (1) %x 2% - 16 lin. ft. Baseboard Cleat (1) %x %- 52 rgh. 112 x 112 - 18 lin. ft. Cove Molding (1) 112 x 2 - 45 Top Support Cleat (1) 3/4 ply. - 22 x 42 1/2 Top Panel (1) 1/4 X %- 42 112 Top Edging (2) Breadboard Ends (2) %x 4% - 22 112 Drawer Fronts (3) %x 35/16 - 42 13/76 Drawer Backs (3) %X 35/76 - 42 13/16 Drawer Sides (6) 112 X 35/16 - 16% 14 ply. - 16 112 x 42 5/16 Drawer Bottoms (3) 112 x 712 - 2112 Drawer Stops (6) (6) 10" Oil-Rubbed Bronze Cup Pulls w/Screws (24) #8 x 2" Fh Woodscrews
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.. A light coat of paste wax in the grooves and on the runners will ensure effortless opening and closing.



a sanding block until the drawer slides
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734" x 7 112" - 96" Cherry (10 Bd. Ft.)
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34" x 7'12" - 96" Cherry (5 Bd. Ft.)
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7W - 96" Cherry (5 Bd. Ft.)



Ilillllllll?IIIIIII?IIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~ ALSO NEEDED: One - 48" x 96"sheet u,. Birch plywood One - 24" x 48" sheet 34" Birch plywood One - 24" x 48" sheet u," Birch plywood One - 24" x 48" sheet 3;4" Cherry plywood One - 48" x 48"sheet WCherry plywood
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Sl11all Moldings Mitering small moldings on the table saw doesn't have to be a hassle. With a few tried-and-true techniques, a perfect fit is guaranteed. Cutting accurate miters on the table saw is always a challenge. But when you're mitering small, fragile pieces of molding that highlight a project, the difficulty factor increases. Fitting the multiple small moldings on the coffee table project from page 30 is a good example. THE GOAL Due to the small size, the moldings can be difficult to hold on to safely. You need a way to maintain good control of the workpieces while keeping your Align layout mark with .edge of - --- Sled allows kerf In fence firm, easy control of workpiece during cut



Line Up and Cut. Align your layout mark with the edge of the kerf in the sled and then make the cut.
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hands and fingers safe. Second, the moldings can be flexible, so firm support while making the cuts is essential. Finally, when fitting these small pieces, the margin for error is small. The miters need to be cut cleanly and accurately with the pieces sized correctly. FIRST, MAKE ASLED. The solution to all these challenges starts with the small miter sled shown in the photo above. It gives you support below and behind the workpiece Cove molding



Back Off. When the cut is complete, slide the workpiece away from the blade before retracting the sled.
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so positioning and control is easy and chipping is minimized. Plus, once a kerf is cut in the sled, you always have a quick, precise way to align your mark with the blade. You'll find more details on making this simple sled on page 29. ACLEAN CUT. The drawings at left show how to make a miter cut with the sled. It's just a simple one, two, three. Line up your mark, push the sled through the blade, then slide the piece away from the blade. But there are a few other considerations to keep in mind as well. You'll find yourself having to make two different kinds of miter joints when fitting small moldings - inside and outside. An inside miter fits into a comer, an outside miter wraps around a comer. ONE SETUP. Whenever possible, I like to make both inside and outside miter cuts with the business end of the miter gauge and sled angled back toward me, as shown in the main photo. This gives you No. 177



a much better view for fine control of the workpiece. It won't work for all cuts, but if you orient the piece in the right way, it often will. When making a miter cut, I always try to orient the molding to confine any minor chipping to the unseen surfaces. You'll have a molded or exposed side and a hidden side. If possible, make the cut so that the blade exits the unseen side and any minor chipout will be confined to this edge. APRACTICAL JOB. Cutting the miters on the small moldings is only part of the job. Accurately fitting the pieces and installing them in the right order is just as important. The drawings above show how to tackle a practical job - framing a panel opening with molding. CUT·yo-FlT. When I'm mitering and fitting small moldings, my measuring tape and rule are only used for rough measurements. Since the tolerances are too small to measure with enough precision, I rely on a "cut-to-fit" process. Start by cutting a miter on one end of a rough-length piece of molding (Figure 1). Then simply hold the piece in position on the project to mark for the second cut, as shown in Figure 2. The miter cut on the opposite end is the reverse of the first. But you can use the same miter gauge setup. Just flip the piece end for end so that the top side is now down. Take a look at Figure 3 above and



NOTE: Work around openin~



to fit



molding



you'll see how this works. Then make the cut and check the fit. AFINE TRIM. If you need to make a "hairline" trim on a piece, just snug it up to the teeth of the blade using moderate pressure. Then pull the miter gauge back, turn on the saw and make the cut. This will result in a very fine trim cut. WORK AROUND. The order in which you install the pieces makes a difference (Figure 4). I start with a short piece and then work around the opening, finishing with one of the long pieces. This way, the final long piece has more give and can be sprung into place more easily. Each piece is cut to fit and then installed. It's more reliable to fit the following piece to an already firmly



placed molding. This "one piece at a time" routine allows you to discover and correct any problems. SHORT PIECES. Figuring out a way to miter very short pieces safely can have you scratching your head. Above all else, you want to keep your fingers a safe distance from the blade. But then how do you hold on to the finished piece? The box below shows one good solution that will give you an accurately cut piece without any risk. The keys to success when mitering small moldings are really no different than any other woodworking task. If you adapt your technique to the job, you're guaranteed perfect-fitting moldings with a minimum of stress. ill



How-To: Miter aShort Piece



Miter and Mark. Start by mitering one end of a rough-length piece. Place it in position and mark for the second cut.
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A Partial Cut. With the blade lowered slightly, align the workpiece and make a partial cut, leaving a narrow bridge.
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Complete the Cut. After checking the fit, use a utilitly knife to carefully cut through the bridge and complete the piece.
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working with tools why you need a



Pal 111 Router These pint-size routers are big on performance. Find out why you'll want to add one to your tool cabinet. There's no question that my router gets as much use as the table saw. But for some jobs, my full-size router is just too bulky and hard to control. That's why I've started using a palm router for a lot of routing tasks. For light-duty tasks, like trimming plywood edging (shown at left) or routing a hinge mortise, nothing beats a palm router. Its small size and light weight means I can control it with one hand. And manufacturers have been stepping up to the plate by adding features previously found only on larger, full-size routers. VARIABLE SPEED. I've grown accustomed to the variable-speed capability on my full-size router. It allows me to change the bit speed depending on the task or material at hand. The Bosch Colt (model PR20EVS shown on the left) and the Trend T4 (right margin, opposite page) both have this feature. The variable-speed dial on both palm routers shown here is on the top of the motor, as you see on the T4 in the photo at right. PLUNGE BASt For small tasks, the drawback with most plunge routers is their large size. But the T4 brings plunge routing down to Woodsmith



size. It's a full-feahIred plunge router sized for those smaller tasks in the shop. I use it for jobs such as routing the shallow recesses for inlays, as shown on page 45. AcaSSORIES. Both the Colt and T4 are available with a wide array of accessories. The T4 comes complete with an edge guide, three collets, a guide bushing, and a vacuum port. The Colt is available in a kit that includes four bases and an edge guide. Refer to page 51 for source information. The bottom line is that all these feahIres and accessories mean you can have an affordable solution to a lot of woodworking tasks. And if you take a look at the following pages, you'll see what I mean. A palm router is sure to become one of those must-have tools.



Like their full-size cousins, palm routers are available with a variable-speed control.
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TEMPLATE ROUTING Using a template is a great way to make duplicate parts or rout a groove for a tambour door, as you see at right. I like a palm router's smaller size for this job. It's easy to control and I can see what I'm doing better as I'm routing. Routing a shape using a template is pretty easy, but you'll need to install a guide bushing in the baseplate of your router. The Trend router kit includes one guide bushing. For the Bosch Colt, you can purchase an accessory baseplate (shown at right) that accepts guide



bushings designed for a Porter-Cable router (see the box at the bottom of the page for details). Next, you'll cut out your template in the desired shape. I use 14" hardboard. Take some time to sand all the edges of the template smooth. Any roughness in the shape will be transfered to your workpiece when you rout. The next step is to fasten the template to the workpiece. I like to use double-sided tape for this task. To rout the shape, all you need to do is



keep the bushing against the template as you follow the edge. You'll end up with a profile that matches the shape of the template.



POWER CARVING



Inexpensive carving burrs can turn your palm router into a power carving tool.



When you think of using a router, carving doesn't usually come to mind. But with a palm router, just slide the motor out of the base, insert a bit, and you're ready to go. I prefer the T4 for this task since it's a little less bulky than the Colt. You can use carving burrs with ~"-diametershanks (photo at left). They look like small rasps with tiny teeth and are available in a variety of shapes and sizes. You'll find them wherever power carving supplies are sold. It's important to point out that you can't use a standard fluted router bit freehand like this. For this type of bit, the motor should be installed in the base.



When you're using a carving burr, you can remove a lot of wood in a hurry. And because you're using a lightweight palm router, you have great control. You can easily hold it with one hand. For really fine or detail carving work, I'll stick with my smaller rotary tool or carving knives. But on larger pieces, I don't hesitate to use the T4 palm router.



~Trend's



plunge router packs a lot of versatility into a small package.



Bosch Template Guide Baseplate Years ago, Porter-Cable set the standard for guide bushings for routers. Their simple, yet solid design has withstood the test of time. As you can see on the right, this style of guide bushing is available in a range of diameters. The main '~y of the bushing fits through the bit opening in the bottom of your router's baseplate. Then a collar is threaded on the opposite side to secure the bushing. The router bit passes through the bushing. Many manufacturers recognize the popularity of Porter-Cable-style
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bushings and design their routers and accessories to be compatible with them. Bosch is no exception. While they supply their own version of bushings, you can also purchase a baseplate for their Colt routers that accepts the Porter-Cablestyle bushings you see here. The obvious advantage to purchasing this baseplate is you can use this style of bushings in the Colt palm router. And chances are, the bushings will also fit your full-size router. That means you only need to invest in one set of bushings.



Woomith



Guide bushings are available in sets that include several sizes
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PROFILE ROUTING One of the most common tasks I perform with my router is creating a profile on the edge of a workpiece, as you see on the right. With a bearing-guided bit installed, all you need to do is push the router along the edge of the workpiece. This task is ideal for a palm router. Its small size and lower center of gravity makes it easy to maneuver around the workpiece. With a fullsize router, it can be tricky to keep the router's base flat on the workpiece. This is especially true when making the tum around a comer, like the edge of a tabletop.



With a palm router's smaller motor, you aren't going to be able to rout very wide or deep profiles. But most of the time, I'm only working with %" or I,iz"-thick stock. Most profile bits work well in a palm router. But to be safe and get the best results, I like to limit the bit diameter to 1" or less and make multiple passes. When using a palm router for edge routing, the rules of engagement are the same as those for larger routers. When routing outside edges like a tabletop, rout in a



counterclockwise direction. When routing inside edges,like a door or picture frame, you'll rout in a clockwise direction.



HINGE MORTISES If you've ever used a full-size router to cut mortises for hinges on a small project like a jewelry box, you know how frustrating it can be. Trying to rout with any sort of control can be difficult in such a small area. And it can be hard to see what you're doing. While a palm router may not solve all these problems, it sure can help. Here's what I do when creating hinge mortises. First, I'll use the leaf of the hinge and trace the outline onto the workpiece with a sharp knife. This will form a thin



furrow for the chisel when it comes time to clean up the edges of the mortise later on. The next thing to do is install a straight bit in the palm router, then set the depth equal to the thickness of the hinge leaf. Start nibbling away at the mortise as close to the lines as you feel comfortable. Here's where the palm router's small size helps out. Finally, use a razor-sharp chisel to square up the comers and pare away the waste for crisp, clean edges. You can see what I mean in the photo on the left.



available separately.) The base tilts with a tum of a knob. Now, you can't use an edge guide with this base, so you may need to use a router bit with a bearing for edge routing. Or you can clamp a straightedge to the workpiece to guide the router, as you see in the photo at right. And I always try it out on a piece of scrap first to make sure I get the look I'm after for the project. Another creative use for this base is routing non-standard beveled edges or chamfers. Most standard bits rout a 45° chamfer. But with a



tilting base and a straight bit, I can add a decorative design element to my project that sets it apart from the rest of the crowd. All it takes is a little imagination. m



ROUTING AT AN ANGLE



The Bosch



tilting base adjusts from



-30° to 45°.
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If you look at the photo on the right, you can see an edge profile routed with a plunge bit tilted at an angle. By tilting the bit in the router, you can create an endless variety of profiles with your router bits. As you can see, what you end up with is a totally unique shape you can't match with a standard bit. The key to doing this is the tilting router base. It adjusts from _30° to 45°, as you can see in the photo at left. Bosch includes a tilting base in their Colt palm router kits. (The base is also
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How-To: Inlays with aPalm Router BIND INLAY A decorative band inlay can tum an ordinary project into a real showpiece. The trick is in creating the shallow channel, or groove, for the inlay. You can do this with a fullsize router, but for me, this is an ideal job for a palm router. It's pretty common for a band inlay to be added parallel to the edges of a tabletop. That means you need some method of guiding the router in a straight line. You could use a straightedge clamped to the workpiece, but you'd have to be extra careful to make sure it was parallel to the edge. An easier method is to use an edge guide. As you can see in the upper photo at right, an edge guide attaches to the base of the router. Both the Colt and T4 come packaged with an edge guide.



All you need to do is set the edge guide's fence relative to the bit and lock it in place. This determines how far the groove is inset from the edge. Then it's just a matter of holding the edge guide against the workpiece as you rout to create a groove parallel to the edge. Where you cut the groove is only part of the story. You also need to determine the proper width and depth for the inlay. It should fit snugly in the groove without gaps. Most of the time, you can do this with one pass. But you may have to adjust the edge guide and make another pass for wider inlays. When the inlay is glued in place, it should sit just above the surface of the workpiece. This way, you can scrape it smooth with a card scraper or sand it flush.



Use an edge guide to rout a shallow groove parallel to the edge of the workpiece.



Glue the inlay in place, then sand or scrape it flush to the workpiece and apply a finish.



MEDALLION INLAYS Like band inlays, a medallion strategically placed on a project really draws attention to your work. You can see an example in the photos below. Placed in the center of a round table or at the top of a fluted or tapered column, a medallion can create a focal point. Like I talked about above with band inlays, you need to rout a recess for the inlay. But the procedure is a little different. First, you



carefully trace the outline of the inlay with a sharp knife. I make a couple of pencil marks to help keep the medallion in the same orientation when I glue it in place. With the outline scored with a knife, it's time to rout the recess. Here, I prefer a plunge router like the T4. I can preset the depth of the bit, set it over the inlay area, and start routing. Rout close to the scored line to remove as much of



Draw reference marks to maintain the orientation of the inlay. Then trace the outline with a sharp knife.
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the waste as possible. Then, using a sharp chisel or gouge, clean up the edges of the recess. The next step is to glue the inlay in place, with the backing on the top side. Finally, scrape or sand the inlay, which removes the paper backing and brings the inlay flush with the workpiece. Then you're ready to apply a finish that will really make it stand out (inset photo below).



Set the bit depth, then rout close to the scored line. Clean up the edges with a sharp chisel or gouge.
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Glue the inlay face down and clamp it in place. Scrape or sand until it's flush and apply a finish. 45



finishing room



fast & foolproof



WaterBased Finishes Don't let old habits keep you from trying a new finish. Water-based finish is easy to apply, produces durable results, and is user-friendly,



The acceptance of water-based finishes is reflected ·in the many different brands and types available.
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When water-based finishes first appeared on the market, I was slow to see the advantage. Why take a chance on an unfamiliar and untested product, especially with something as important as a finish? Well, through the years, water-based finishes have improved greatly and they now have a welcome home in my finishing cabinet. WHY WATER-BASED? Water-based finishes came about from the desire to limit the amount of volatile solvents in finishes. And replacing most of the solvent with water produces some nice benefits.



Due to the lack of solvents, waterbased finishes are almost odorless and non-flammable. Indoor finishing in the middle of winter is not a problem. Second, they're very fast drying. You can easily apply two or three coats in a day. And finally, as shown above, cleanup is a snap. WHAT IS AWATER-BASED FINISH? Waterbased finishes are in a class all by themselves. So to better understand how to use a water-based finish, it helps to have a little background knowledge. Water-based finishes can be considered a miracle of modern chemistry. The manufacturers have found a way to combine two basically incompatible ingredients (water and the finish resins). In simple terms, water-based finish is a mixture of semi-cured resin particles, a small amount of solvent, and water. To get the ingredients to mix, emulsifiers or surfactants are added - like adding dish soap to disperse oil in water. The presence of these surfactants is apparent in the tendency of water-based finish to form bubbles when agitated. Woodsmith



COALESCING FINISH. Water-based finishes have a unique, three-stage drying mechanism. The drawings on the opposite page illustrate this. It starts with evaporation of the water. Then the remaining solvent softens the resin particles. When the solvent evaporates, the resin particles pack together or coalesce into a hard film. This initial curing takes place within an hour or two. But the film stays flexible enough so that a second coat will soften the first enough to form a good bond. (No sanding is required.) Once fully cured, the film can't be redissolved or softened by water and is resistant to mild solvents. THREE TYPES. Water-based finishes use the same type of resins found in other finishes - mainly acrylics and polyurethanes. An acrylic water-based finish is comparable in appearance and durability to a lacquer. (They're sometimes labeled this way.) A water-based poly forms a slightly harder, more durable film similar to a poly varnish, but the film is a hair cloudier. You'll also find a combination of
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the two - a polyacrylic blend. I've found that any of these types will produce a film that's tough enough for just about any furniture or cabinet application.



APPLYING WATER-BASED FINISHES The key to successful application of water-based finish is tailoring your technique to the finish. I'll just touch on a few of the things you may need to do differently. SURfACE PREP. When using any type of finish, good surface preparation is important. But in this respect, water-based finishes often require some extra attention. If you apply water-based finish to bare wood, the water will raise the grain, creating a rough, fuzzy surface. But there are a couple good ways to avoid this problem. One easy solution is to pre-raise the grain by wiping the surface with water. Then sand away the nibs with fine sandpaper before applying the finish. Another option is to apply a solvent-based stain or sealer before topcoating with water-based finish. A coat of shellac or wiping varnish will block penetration of the water in the finish and minimize the fuzz problem. ADD COLOR. The lack of color imparted by a water-based finish can make some woods look bland. They don't have the warmth you get from a varnish, shellac, or lacquer. But this drawback can easily be solved upfront with one of the strategies shown in the box below.



THE fiNISH. The first time you open a can of water-based finish, its milky appearance can take you by surprise. And even though it goes on a little"cloudy," it will always dry crystal clear. You'll need to gently stir the finish to remix the solids that tend to settle out. Don't be tempted to shake the can - you'll end up with a foamy "head" of bubbles. Water-based finishes are formulated to be used straight from the can. If you find you need better "flow out," try adding just a very small amount of distilled water (5 to 10% maximum). BRUSHING. Water-based finishes can be sprayed, brushed, or even wiped on. Careful brushing is my preferred method of application. I like to use a good-quality synthetic bristle brush, but I've found that even inexpensive foam brushes will also work well. The finish will generally flow out well and brush marks aren't a big problem. The real trick is avoiding bubbles in the film. The quick drying time and high surface tension won't allow the bubbles to dissipate before the finish dries. You'll want to apply the finish in thin coats - it will flow out better. Let the first coat dry for a couple of hours before applying a second coat. (Temperature and humidity will affect the drying time.) If you don't wait more than 24 hours between coats, you'll get good adhesion without sanding.



Water/solvent mixture



Resin particle



Suspension. When a coat of water-based finish is applied, the resin particles are suspended in the water along with a small amount of solvent.



Surface



Softened particle



Evaporation. The water evaporates quickly leaving behind the resin particles and solvent. The resin particles, softened by the solvent, begin to coalesce.



Surface



Hard Film. The evaporation of the solvent causes the resin particles to harden and bond together. The resulting film is vel}' clear, hard, and durable.



But I always sand lightly with fine sandpaper to remove any dust specks. You want to avoid steel wool- it can cause rust spots. You'll find that the film builds pretty quickly. After three coats, you'll have a smooth, durable finish. And the best part is, the entire job only takes a day. iW



How-To: Three Way_st_o_Ad_d_Co---,-lo---,-r



.



//



Water-based finishes are compatible with oil-base stains. The stain adds color the finish won't provide.
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A. A coat of wiping varnish can enhance the color of the wood as well as sea ling it against grain raising.
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... A few drops of dye concentrate can make a dramatic difference in the color of a water-based finish. 47
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add some style with



Ogee Profiles These time-tested profiles can give your next project a touch of class. And the secret is nothing more than having a router and the right bit. Of all the molding profiles available, the agee is probably one of the most common. Ogees have been used in architecture and on furniture for thousands of years. The appeal of an ogee is that it replaces a square or beveled edge with soft, flowing curves. It adds visual interest to an otherwise plain edge or where two parts of a project come together. It can transform even the



Ogee Bit



most basic-looking project into something elegant and refined. HISTORY. The word agee comes from the middle English word aggiJf, meaning an S-shaped, double curve. But the real roots of the ogee profile go all the way back to ancient Greece. Ancient Greek architecture made frequent use of the S-shaped double curve. Because this curve resem-



Reverse (or Roman) Ogee Bit



eyma recta
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bles a wave, it became known as a cyma curve. (Cyma is the Greek word for wave.) And there are two main versions of this curve - the cyma recta and the cyma reversa. In a cyma recta, the upper portion of the curve is concave and the lower portion is convex (drawing at left). And, not surprisingly, the cyma reversa is just the opposite - convex on top and concave on the bottom. In woodworking, the terms ogee and reverse ogee are used to describe these curves. ROUTER BITS. In the past, woodworkers typically used molding planes to create ogee profiles. Today, the router is usually the tool of choice. But if you open a woodworking catalog to the router bit section, you're likely to find quite an assortment of "ogee" bits. The variety can sometimes be a little confusing. Adding to this confusion is the fact that most router bit manufacturers label their reverse ogee profile bits as "Roman ogee" bits. No. 177



(See the drawings in the lower left of the opposite page.) VARIATIONS. In addition to the standard ogee and Roman ogee profiles, router bit manufacturers offer several variations of ogee bits (see box below). One of the most common of these variations is the "classical" bit. (Some manufacturers call this a "bead and cove bit.") Essentially, this is just an ogee or Roman ogee bit with a narrow shoulder, or fillet, where the convex and concave portions of the profile meet up. It adds one more visual element to the profile, making it look a little more formal. You'll also find ogee bits with a fillet at both the top and bottom of the profile. You can also vary the look of the profile dramatically by simply raising or lowering the bit, thereby creating a shoulder at the top or bottom of the profile. In a pinch, you can even use just a portion of the bit in a router table to create a cove or a roundover. SIZES. Ogee bits come in a range of sizes, so you can usually find one to fit any scale of project you may be building. The stated size of the bit typically refers to the radius of the convex/concave sections. ROUTING. Routing an ogee profile isn't really any different than routing most other profiles. You might experience some burning, especially on end grain or in woods like cherry or maple. I've found



that it's helpful to have an assortment of profiled sanding blocks or curved scrapers available to remove these burn marks.



WHERE TO USE OG£E PROfiLES What I really like about ogee (and Roman ogee) profiles is their versatility. They have all sorts of applications in furniture construction. ALONl An ogee profile can be used alone, like on the edge of a tabletop (see upper drawing at right). In this case, the ogee softens the edge while adding an interesting visual detail to the project. TRANSITION. An ogee is a great choice for transitioning between two elements of a piece of furniture. For example, the stairstep effect of the ogee allows you to use the profile at the bottom of a cabinet to move from an applied base to the main case, as shown in the middle drawing at right. BUILT-UP MOlDINGS. When combined with other molding profiles, ogees can be used to create a substantial crown or base molding. This works particularly well at the top of a large cabinet. I often like to sandwich an ogee profile in between a roundover and a cove profile to create an impressivelooking crown molding (lower drawing at right). The next time you're looking for a way to really make your work stand out, try incorporating an ogee profile into the design. mI



An ogee profile routed on the edge of a tabletop softens the edge and also gives the projecf a more refined look.



A Roman ogee routed along the top edge of the base of this cabinet provides a smooth transition from the base to the case.



c/;



Roundover



Ogee Cove



When combined with both a roundover and a cove, an ogee can be used to create a traditional-looking crown molding.



Not All Ogee Bits are Created Eql--ua_l



Classic Ogee. A classic agee profile has a small fillet, or shoulder, separating the concave and convex sections of the curve.
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Classic Roman Ogee. The "classic" version of the Roman agee bit has a similar fillet to add visual interest to the profile.
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Ogee Double-Fillet. A fillet at the top and bottom of the profile helps to make the agee stand out a little more.
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\ in the mailbox



Questions &Answers How To Fold a Band Saw Blade



a



Whenever I change blades on my band salllf, I can't seem to remember how to fold the blade up for storage. Whats the proper way to do this? Tony BarncQStle



3



Santa Fe, New Mexico



A



ASk three different woodworkers this question and you're likely to get five different answers. The truth is that there are several ways to fold up a band saw blade. And they all result in a flat, coiled blade that's easy to store. The method you use really comes down to a matter of preference. That being said, here's the method that I first learned (and still prefer to use). THE TECHNIQUl Start by holding the blade in front of you, with the teeth pointing away from you. (A pair of leather gloves to protect your hands is a good idea.) Your right thumb should be behind the



blade and your left thumb in front of the blade (Step 1). Now bend your hands at the wrists, in opposite directions. Bend your right hand down and your left hand up, as shown in



Do you have any questions for us? If you have a question related to woodworking techniques, tools, finishing, hardware, or accessories, we'd like to hear from you. . Just write down your woodworking question and mail it to us: Woodsmith Q&A, 2200 Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50312: Or you can email us your question at: [email protected]. Please include your full name, address, and daytime telephone number in case we have questions.
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Step 2. The blade will start folding into a double twist. While you're twisting the blade, gradually bring your hands toward each other. The blade will start to coil up on its own - all you have to do is follow along (Step 3). The blade will fold up into three smaller loops (Step 4). Then you can grasp the loops in both hands and even them up so thatthe blade is in a nice, neat circle. Finally, to prepare the blade for storage, just secure it with a couple of twist ties or pieces of tape. UNFOLDING. One last note. You'll want to be especially careful when unfolding a band saw blade. The blade can suddenly spring open, causing scratches or cuts. lW No. 177



hardware & supplies



Sources HINGES



KITCHEN POT RACK



One of the hinges from the article on page 8 could be just what you're looking for to complete a project. Most of the hinges can be purchased at a hardware store or home center. But for specialty hinges we recommend Horton Brasses or Restoration Hardware (see margin). The Woodsmith Store also sells most of the hinges shown in the article.



Storage space in the kitchen is always a plus. For the kitchen pot rack on page 20 we added hardware to complement the rack and make it more functional. The hanger rod (01W83.19), shelf supports (00S06.52), and stainless steel S-hooks (12K34.22) were purchased from Lee Valley. The finish is Zar's cherry stain.



invaluable tool in the shop. They're the perfect size for routing profiles, inlays, and hinge mortises. The Trend T4 router (TD4000), that includes collets, a fence, and guide bushings, can be purchased at Klingspor's Woodworking Shop. The Bosch Colt, which includes four different bases and an edge guide, is available at Amazon (PR20EVSNK) and the Woodsmith Store.



S·TIER DISPLAY TOWER HEARING PROTECTION Hearing protection is a necessity in the shop. Whether you choose earmuffs or earplugs, you'll find a variety available at your local hardware store or home center. We purchased the radio and speaker earmuffs featured in the article on page 12 at the Woodsmith Store. The earplugs are from the Ear Plug Superstore (right margin).



DRAWER SLIDE JIGS Aligning drawer slides accurately will be a lot easier with one of the drawer slide jigs in the article on page 14. The Euro Drawer Guide Jig (EU-3210) can be purchased at McFeely's. The Kreg Universal Drawer Slide Mounting Jig (38444) and the Drawer Slide JigIt are available at RockIer.



The 5-tier display tower on page 24 provides handy storage and display space. The card holders (01A57.91) on the front of the shelves were purchased from Lee Valley. The finish is General Finishes' Georgian Cherry.



3·DRAWER COFFEE TABLE Tasteful details and pleasing proportions are the hallmark of the three-drawer coffee table project on page 30. To complete the classic look of this table, we chose oil-rubbed bronze drawer pulls (240709990RB) from Restoration Hardware. The coffee table was finished with cherry Jel'd Stain from Wood Cote.



PALM ROUTERS A palm router, like those in the article on page 42, can be an



WOODSCREWS Installing woodscrews will go a lot smoother with one of the bits in the article on page 16. A variety of combination countersink bits are available from Woodcraft, McFeeley's, Lee Valley, and the Woodsmith Store. The plug cutters can be purchased at McFeeley's, Lee Valley, and the Woodsmith Store. And the Weldon-style countersink bits are available at Amazon, Lee Valley, and the Woodsmith Store. ~



Online Customer Service Click on Magazine Customer Service at www.woodsmilh.com • Access your account s10lus • Change your moiling or email address • Puyyour bill • Renew your subscription • Tell us ayou've missed an issue • Find out ayour payment has been received



HARDBOUND VOLUMES This set includes seven hardbound volumes of Woodsmith (Volumes 22 through 28). Each volume includes a year of issues, ."Ius a table of contents and a handy index. Buy them for $29.95 each. Or get the seven-volume set for $157.25 and SAVE OVER $50 on the whole set plus



FREE SHIPPING on your entire order!



MAIL ORDER SOURCES Project supplies may be ordered



from the following companies: Woodsmith Store 800-444-7527 Combo Coontersink Bits, Earmuffs, Earplugs, Hinges, Plug Cutter



Amazon amazon.com Bosch Colt Palm Rooter, Coontersink Bits



Ear Plug Superstore 405-844-5080 earplugstore.com Earmuffs, Earplugs



Horton Brasses 800-754-9127 horton-brasses.com Hinges



K1ingspor's Woodworking Shop 800-228-ססOO



woodworkingshop.com Trend T4 Palm Rooter



Lee Valley 800-871-8158 leevalley.com Cardholders, Cambo Coontersink Bits, Coontersink Bits, Hanger Rod, Plug Cutter, S-Hooks, Shelf Supports McFeely's 800-443-7937 mcfeelys.com Combo Coontersink Bits, Coontersink Bits, Drawer Slide Jigs, Plug Cutter Restoration Hardware 800-910-9836 restorationhardware.com



Drawer Pulls, Hinges Rockier 800-279-4441 rockier.com Drawer Slide Jig Woodcraft 800-225-1153 woodcraft.com Cambo Coontersink Bits



(Offer expires 12/31/08)



Go to www.Woodsmith.com or Call 1-800-444-7527 Today to Order Yoursl www.Woodsmith.com
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looking inside



Final Details



• Kitchen Pot Rack. Who would believe kitchen storage could look so good? Just take a little wood, add some stylish hardware, throw in a couple days in the shop, and you'll have a project that's sure to please the cook. The plans begin on page 20.



Three-Drawer Coffee Table. It's easy to imagine this beautiful cherry coffee table as the focal point of your living room or den. But what's even more impressive is all the great woodworking that goes into it. You'll find all the details on page 30. Display Tower. This attention-grabbing project offers versatile, easy-access storage that's always in big demand. An attractive bonus is that it features inexpensive materials and simple, solid construction. Turn to page 24 to get started.
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